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Abstract: We develop a Harris-Todaro (1970) type of model to analyse the effect of 
tourism development on urban unemployment problem. How tourism development af- 
fects unemployment and national income in this model is conditional on assumptions 
regarding intersectora1 capital mobility. I f capital is perfectly mobile among all sectors, 
then tourism development in either region does not affect national income but raises 
(lowers) urban unemployment i f the agricultural sector is more capital (labour) inten- 
sive than the tourism sector when urban manufacturing sector has the highest capital 
intensity. However, with capital being sector specific to the tourism sector but mo- 
bile between the urban manufacturing sector and the rural agricultural sector, tourism 
development in the either region raises urban unemployment when the urban manu- 
facturing sector has the highest capital intensity and always raises national income in 
South. If capital is specific to the urban manufacturing sector but is mobi le between 
the agricultural sector and the rural tourism sector, then tourism development in either 
region always raises national income but lowers the level of urban unemployment i f the 
agricultural sector is more capital intensive than the rural tourism sector. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Tourism development has emerged as an engine of economic development for many 
less developed countries. It is one of the most significant sources of their foreign ex- 
change earnings. For example, in 1995, HongKong earned about one bi llion US dol- 
lars from tourism; and this accounted for 8% of its Gross Domestic Product (GDP). In 
Cyprus, tourism activities accounts for about 20% of its GDP in 2014. In 2012, Tourism 
contributes about 15 bi llion US dollar to the foreign exchange earning of Jamaica; and 
it shares is 4.5% of its GDP. Gunduz and Hatemi-J (2005) analyses the effect of tourism 
development in Turkey; and shows that it has a positive impact on economic growth. 
Kim et. al. (2006) finds a direct relationship between tourism expansion and GDP 
growth in Taiwan. Balaguer and Cantave11a-Jorda (2002) reports a long-term positive 
relationship between tourism receipts and Gross Domestic Product in Spain. Dritsakis 
(2004) finds a simi lar evidence in the context of Greece. Lee and Chang (2008) con- 
cludes that tourism development may enhance economic growth in OECD countries in 
the long run.

Tourism development can reduce the extent of poverty problem in less developed 
countries by creating employment opportunities there. For example, in Nepal, tourism 
sector has the second highest share in National employment as wel l as in national in- 
come, next to agriculture. According to Perles-Ribes et l l. (2016), tourism activi ties 
represented 10 9% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 11 9% of total employ- 
ment in Spain in 2014. In Canary Islands, 31.4% of GDP and 35.9% of employment 
come from tourism sector in that year. These figures are 45.5% and 34.8% respectively 
in Balearic Islands in that year. Tourism development contributes to foreign exchange 
earning in dual economies too; and relevant empirical findings are available in UNWT0 
(2017) and Saner et l l. (2015). In India, foreign exchange earnings from international 
tourist arrivals at current prices has increased by more than 600% during the period 
from 2000- 2012. In Pakistan, international tourist arrivals contribute to more than 369 
million US dollar in 2012. Among the African countries, Kenya earns about 879 mil lion 
US dollar and Tanzania earns about 796 US dollar from international tourism in 2015.

There exists substantial works about economic benefits of tourism development in a 
less developed economy. A few works analyse economic effects of tourism development 
without developing formal models1. Copeland (1991) first analyses these effects using 
a competitive general equilibrium model of a small open economy; and then attempts 
to find out conditions under which tourism development would bring welfare improve- 
ment. However, Copeland (1991) assumes a full employment model and thus ignores its 
effect on unemployment problem. M any other general equilibrium models have been 

1 See, for example, Mathieson and Wall (1982), Pearce (1989), Gray (1970,1982) etc 
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developed extending Copeland (1991) model and re analysing its results2. However, 
there does not exist any theoretical model in the literature linking tourism development 
to unemployment problem except the work of Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8).

Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8) analyzes this problem in a Harris Todaro (1970) 
framework focusing on the urban unemployment problem resulting from rural-urban 
migration. They consider two regions in their model- urban and rural. Each of these two 
regions is again sub-divided into a traded good sector and a non-traded tourism service 
sector. Their analysis shows that tourism development in either region may lower the 
level of urban unemployment depending on the capital intensity ranking between the 
tourism sector and the non-tourism sector. This analysis based on the Harris-Todaro 
(1970) framework is of relevance to many African Countries and to the South Asian 
countries like India, Pakistan and Bangladesh where urban unemployment and informal 
sector resulting from rural-urban migration appear to be serious problem to the policy 
makers. However, Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8) assume capital to be specific to 
each region; and does not analyse the role of capital mobili ty between urban region and 
rural region.

In this paper, we want to reanalyse the effect of tourism development on urban unem- 
ployment problem using the Harris Todaro (1970) framework introducing various types 
of capital mobi lity among different sectors. Like Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8), 
we also assume that, the urban region faces a protected labour market with a fixed wage 
rate and the wage rate in the rural region is exible and market determined. Rural-urban 
migration mechanism is of Harris-Todaro (1970) type; and in migration equilibrium, the 
expected urban wage equals the rural wage. Contrary to Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 
8), we introduce various alternative assumptions about inter regional and inter sectoral 
capital mobility; and show that effects of tourism development on unemployment and 
national income not only depend on the capital intensity rankings of different sectors 
but also on the nature of capital mobi lity among different sectors.

The basic model consists of three sectors- an urban manufacturing sector, a rural 
agricultural sector and a rural non-traded tourism service sector. Capital is perfectly 
mobile among al l these three sectors; and the urban manufacturing sector has the highest 
capital intensity. Rural labour is perfectly mobile between two rural sectors and thus 
there is only one rural labour market with a flexible rural wage rate. However, the urban 
manufacturing sector faces a protected labour market with a fixed wage rate. The basic 
model is then extended by considering sector specific capital to the rural tourism sector 
and next considering sector specific capital to the urban manufacturing sector. Final ly 
we introduce urban tourism sector replacing the rural tourism sector.

We derive three interesting results from these models How tourism development af- 
fects urban unemployment and national income is conditional on assumptions regarding 

2 For example, Hazari and Sgro (1995) focuses on the positive effect of tourism development on foreign 
imported capital accumulation; Chao et l l. (2004) introduces the effect of cash in advance constraint which 
creates a distortion; Chao et l l. (2005) emphasizes the role of imperfect competi tion and of social exter- 
nalities created by tourism. Hazari and Sgro (2015) analyse various issues related to tourism development in 
di fferent chapters of their book. 
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intersectora1 capital mobility. First, i f capital is perfectly mobi le among all sectors, then 
tourism development in either region does not affect national income and raises (low- 
ors) urban unemployment i f the agricultural sector is more capital (labour) intensive 
than the tourism sector when urban manufacturing sector has the highest capital inten- 
sity. Secondly, i f capital is sector specific to the tourism sector but is mobi le between the 
urban manufacturing sector and the rural agricultural sector, then tourism development 
in ei ther region always raises national income but raises urban unemployment when the 
urban manufacturing sector has the highest capital intensity. Thirdly, i f capital is sector 
specific to the urban manufacturing sector but is mobi le between the agricultural sector 
and the rural tourism sector, then tourism development in the rural region always raises 
national income but lowers the level of urban unemployment if the agricultural sector 
is more capital intensive than the rural tourism sector. In many cases, our results are 
opposite to what found in Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8).

The basic model is developed in section 2 and its working is described in section 3. 
Sector specific capital to the tourism sector is introduced in section 4; and that to the 
urban manufacturing sector is introduced in section 5. Finally, the case of urban tourism 
sector is analysed in section 6. Concluding remarks are made in section 7. 

2 THE BASIC M ODEL 

We consider a small open three sector economy called South with two factors of 
production- labour and capital. Sector M and sector A produce two traded goods; and 
sector T produces the non-traded tourism service to satisfy demand of international 
tourists. Sector M is a urban manufacturing sector and sector A is a rural agricultural 
sector. The tourism sector T is also located in the rural region3. Rural labour is perfectly 
mobi le between sector A and sector T Rural-urban migration mechanism is of Harris- 
Todaro (1970) type. The urban manufacturing sector faces a protected labour market 
with a fixed wage rate but the common wage rate in two rural sectors is flexible and 
market determined. In the migration equi librium, the expected urban wage equals the 
rural wage. Capital is perfectly mobile among al l these three sectors4; and the urban 
manufacturing sector has the highest capital intensity of al l these sectors. Rental rate on 
capital is perfectly flexible and this exibi lity ensures full uti lization of capital stock. 
The equi librium price of the non-traded tourism service is determined by the equality 
of its supply and demand in the home market; and the tourism service is a normal 
good implying that i ts level of demand varies inversely with i ts price and positively 
with the level of income of the outside world cal led North. The increase in Northern 
income causes Northern tourists to tour more to South and thus raises the international 
demand for tourism service. This increase in demand is defined as tourism development 
in this model5. There is no demand for tourism service from the consumers in South. 

3 We consider an urban tourism sector in section 6.
4 This assumption is modified in sections 4 and 5.
5 Copeland (1991) defines tourism development as an exogenous upward shift of the demand function for 

tourism service. 
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Production function in each of these three sectors in South satisfies all standard neo- 
classical properties including constant returns to scale. All markets are competitive. 
The representative firm in each of these three sectors maximizes profit.

We use following notations. 
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SM _ 

LL - ( )( )etc. s l > 0 for J≠ i ; and 

S J -'

A lsO, S 1 十 S J・ = 0 fo「 J ≠ i 
dx x = - = Relative change in x.
X

Following equations describe the model.

PM = aLMu) 十 aKM 「

PA = aLAu1十 a K A「

PT = a LTω 十 a KT「 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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and 
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D (PT, YN) = XT uli th D1 < 0 and D2 > 0

ulaLMXM 
ω= 

aLMXM 十LU 
aLMXM 十aLAX A十aLTXT 十 LU = L 

aKMXM 十 aKAXA十aKTXT = K

Ys = ωaLMXM 十u) (a LAX A 十 a LT X T) 十 「K 

Here, equations (1 ), (2) and (3) represent competitive equilibrium conditions in sec- 
tors M , A and T, respectively. Equation (4) represents the demand supply equality in 
the market for non-traded tourism service. Left hand side of this equation represents the 
demand function for tourism service. Demand for tourism service varies inversely with 
its price and positively with the income of northern consumers. Equation (5) represents 
the Harris-Todaro (1970) migration equilibrium condition which shows that expected 
urban wage is equal to actual rural wage. Equations (6) and (7) stand for equilibrium 
conditions in the labour market and in the capital market respectively. Equation (8) 
shows national income of South. Using equations (5) and (6), we express equation (8) 
as follows

Ys = u)L 十r K (8.1). 

WORKING OF THE BASIC M ODEL 

(4); 

(5); 

(6); 

(7); 

(8). 

There are eight unknowns in this model given by ω, r , PT, XM, XA, XT, LU and 
Ys with eight independent equations. PM, PA, K , L and ω are parameters. YN is also 
a parameter here; and we analyse the effect of tourism development with respect to 
exogenous change in this parameter.

The model works as follows r is determined from equation (1), given PM. ω is 
determined from equation (2), given PA. From equation (3), PT is determined. XT is 
determined from equation (4) given YN. Lu is determined from equation (5), in terms 
of XM. XM and XA are simultaneously determined from equations (6) and (7). Finally 
Ys is determined from equation (8.1). A change in YN does not affectωand r . Hence it 
does not affect Ys. So the tourism development does not affect factor prices and national 
income in South.

From equation (4), we have
XT = EYNYN (9);

where EYN represents the income elasticity of demand for tourism service.
Here EYN > because tourism service is non-inferior by assumption. So the level of 

output of tourism service varies positively with level of Northern income.
Using equations (5), (6), (7) and (9), we have6 

6 Derivations of equations (10) and (11) are shown in the Appendix 
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( )、-LMλKAu1- λKMλLA) 
「 N 

E YN (入LM入K T uJ- - λKM入LT) ^ 

LU = l - -1 、 aLMXM (5.1) 

urban manufacturing sector has the highest capital intensity. Then, i f the agricultural 
sector is more capital (labour) intensive than the rural tourism sector, tourism develop- 
ment in the rural region (i) does not affect national income and (ii) raises (lowers) the 
level of urban unemployment.

This result is completely opposite to what is found in Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 
8); and the source of the difference lies in the assumption regarding intersectora1 capital 
mobility. In Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8), capital does not move between the 
rural region and the urban region. However, in this model, capital is perfectly mobile 
among all three sectors. I f tourism sector has the highest labour intensity, then due 
to tourism development, tourism sector absorbs more labour and less capital. Hence 
the avai labi li ty of capital labour ratio for the urban manufacturing and the agricultural 
sector is increased. So the urban manufacturing sector expands and the agricultural 
sector contracts because, by assumption, urban manufacturing sector is more capital 
intensive. Expansion of urban manufacturing sector raises expected urban wage and 
thus encourages rural urban migration; and this worsens urban unemployment problem. 
We find an opposite picture when agricultural sector has the highest labour intensity 
because, due to tourism development, tourism sector then absorbs more capital and 
less labour. National income always remains unchanged in this case because tourism 
development does not affect factor-prices in this model. Here national income is exactly 
equal to factor income because we do not consider any tax or subsidy policy. 
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-
(入 MλKA - λKMλ A) - -

Equations (10) and (11) show that the nature of effect of tourism development on 
the level of output of sectors M and A depends on the capital intensity ranking among 
al l these three sectors. The urban manufacturing sector is already assumed to have 
the highest capital intensity ranking. So ( )11MλKA - λKMλLA) is always negative. 
This means that the urban manufacturing sector is more capital intensive than the rural 
agricultural sector. Then, due to tourism development in the rural region, output of the 
urban manufacturing sector is increased (decreased) if the agricultural sector is more 
capital (labour) intensive than the tourism sector; and, output of the agricultural sector 
is always decreased as urban manufacturing sector is always more capital intensive than 
the rural tourism sector, i.e., as ( )、.LMλKI,器 一 λKMλLT) is always negative.

From equation (5), we have 

(10); 

(1 1 、

Equation (5.1) then shows that level of urban unemployment varies positively with 
the level of output of the urban manufacturing sector.

This leads to the fol lowing proposition.
Proposition l : Suppose that capital is perfectly mobile among all sectors and the 
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4. SECTOR SPECIFIC CAPITAL TO TOURISM SECTOR 

In this section, we introduce a sector specific capital in the tourism sector in an oth- 
erwise identical basic model. Tourism infrastructure like transportation, hotels, resorts, 
amusement centers etc and maintenance infrastructure of environmental quality may be 
considered as examples of such specific capital. So equations (1), (2), (4)- (6) of section 
2 and following new equations now describe this new model. 

PT= aLTu1 十aNTR 

aKMXM 十 aKAX A= K 
(3E); 
(7E); 

Ys = u)aLMXM 十u1(aLAXA十aLTXT) 十「K 十RN (8E);
and 

aNTXT = N (12).
Here, N and R stand for the endowment of sector specific capital and its rental rate. 
Equation (3E) represents competitive equilibrium condition in the tourism service sector 
and equation (12) shows equil ibrium in the market for sector specific capital.

Using equations (5) and (6), we express equation (8E) as follows.

Ys = ulL 十r K 十RN (8E.1).
There are nine unknowns in this model given by u), r , R, PT, XM, X A, XT, LU and 

Ys with nine independent equations. PM, PA, K , N, L, u1 and YN are parameters.
The model works as follows r and ul are determined from equations (1) and (2). 

Equations(3E), (4) and (12) simultaneously solve for R, PT and XT. Lu is determined 
from equation (5) in terms of XM; and then XM and X A are determined from equations 
(6) and (7E). Finally Ys is determined from equation (8E.1).

From equations (3E), (4) and (12) we have
_ -EYN ^ _ _ 

and 

= 

=

一, 

^

S N 十θKTeP 

S 「

「N 

y r 

(1.:;); 

(14、- ' ST 十e 'V 、 ノ

K 「eP
Here Ep represents the price elasticity of demand for tourism service. By assumption, 
EYN > , S N < and Ep < . So the level of output of the tourism sector as well as the 
rental rate on sector specific capital in the tourism sector varies positively with level of 
Northern income.

Using equations (5), (6), (7E), (13) and (14), we have

^ λKA)、・LT E YN ( S N - S N) ^ . , e、 AM= - 

and 

一一 

:V

・一

' 

( S N 十θKT E P) ( )、-LMλKA - λKM )、・LA) 

λKM )'・LT EYN ( S N - S N) 
y・f (1 f、

、I N 1.:l ) ; 

-
( S 十θK 「 P) (λ MλKA - λKMλ A) - '

V 、ーノ

Equations (15) and (16) show how tourism development affects the level of output of 
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twO t「aded gOOds XM and XA. He「e alsO(λLM入K A - λKMλLA) < 0, by assumption. 
S N < 0, S N > 0 and EP < 0・ SO(S N - S N) < 0 and (S N 十eKTEP) < 0・ 

This implies that, > 0 and < 0.
Hence, due to tourism development level of output of the urban manufacturing (rural 

agricultural sector) is increased (decreased).
From equation (5.1), we find that the level of urban unemployment is increased due 

to the expansion of the urban manufacturing sector caused by tourism development.
Finally, combining equations (8E.1) and (13) we find that the national income of 

South is also increased due to tourism development.
We can establish the following proposition.
Proposition 2: Suppose that capital is specific to the tourism sector but is mobile 

between the urban manufacturing sector and the rural agricultural sector and that the 
urban manufacturing sector has the highest capital intensity. Then tourism development 
in the rural region (i) raises the level of urban unemployment and (ii) always raises 
national income in South.

So, in this case too, our result is di fferent from the corresponding one of Hazari and 
Sgro (2015, Chapter8). We now attempt to explain the intuition behind this proposition. 
Tourism development raises the rental rate on capital specific to the tourism sector but 
does not alter the rural wage rate and the rental rate on mobile capital. So, on the one 
hand, the national (factor) income is increased; and, on the other hand, the tourism 
sector becomes more labour intensive. So i t absorbs more labour; and thus avai labi lity 
of capital labour ratio for the urban manufacturing sector and the agricultural sector 
is increased. This must cause an expansion of the urban manufacturing sector and a 
contraction of the agricultural sector because the urban manufacturing sector has the 
highest capital intensity. Since the level of urban employment is proportional to the size 
of the urban manufacturing sector, urban unemployment level must go up in this case. 
Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8) neither considers the role of sector specific capital 
in the tourism sector nor al lows capital mobili ty between the urban region and the rural 
region. 

5 . SECTOR SPECIFIC CAPITAL TO URBAN SECTOR 

In this section, we introduce a sector specific capital in the urban manufacturing sec- 
tor following Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8). They divide the urban manufacturing 
sector into two subsectors- tourism and non-tourism; and al low mobi li ty of capital be- 
tween these two subsectors. However, capital is sector specific to the urban region in 
their model. Contrary to that, we have a single non-tourism urban manufacturing sector 
in this model and capital is specific only to that sector. M any machineries and equip- 
ments are specialized in the production of manufactured goods. For example, sewing 
machine and/or dyebath are specialized in the production of clothes. These specialized 
inputs may be considered as appropriate example of specific capital to the urban sector. 
However, another type of capital is mobile between the agricultural sector and the rural 
tourism sector in our model; and Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8) also assumes the 
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same. So equations (1 ), (4)- (6) of section 2 and following new equations now describe 
the new model. 

PA = a LAu1十 aNAR 

PT=a LTu1十 aNTR 

aKMXM = K 
aNAX A 十aNTX T = N 

and
Ys = ulaLMXM 十u1(aLAXA十aLTXT) 十「K 十RN

Using equations (5) and (6), we express equation (8F) as follows

Ys = ulL 十r K 十RN 

(2F); 
(3F); 
(7F); 
(9F); 

(8F) 

(8F.1 ) 

There are nine unknowns in this model given by u1, r , R, PT, XM, X A, XT, LU 
and Ys with nine independent equations. PM, PA, K , N, L, u1 and YN are parameters. 
The model works as fol lows r is determined from equation (1). Given PT, ul and 
R are determined from equations (2F) and (3F). Equation (7F) solves for XM. Then 
equations (4), (5), (6) and (9F) simultaneously solve for PT, XT, XA and LU. Finally, 
Ys is determined from equation (8F.1).

Using equations (2F) and (3F), we have 

^ e KA pT u1= -- (17);
lθl 

and
^ e LA pTR = - (18).

lθl
Here sign of le i = (eLAeKT - e LTθKA) represents the capital intensity ranking be- 

tween sector A and sector T . Following Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8), we assume 
the rural agricultural sector, A to be more capital intensive than the rural tourism sector, 
T; and this implies that lθl < 0.

Using equations (4), (5), (6) and (9F), we have 

where,
λLAB - λKAD

^ EYN ^ PT= - - YN
(ep - C) 

(19); 

1

一1θ1
1

一1θ 1

一一 

一一 
d 

n:-
 

an
 

l入l '

[- { (1-)、-LA-) L T) - λ一L一λ一 L 

[(λKAS-KTS L) θKA - (λKAS K 十λKTS K) eLA] < 0

1λl = (λLAλKT - λLTλKA) < 0 

> 0 
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lλl < 0 implies that the agricultural sector is more capital intensive than the rural 
tourism sector; and D > 0, B < 0 and lλl < 0 ⇒ C > 0.

So equation (19) shows that ( PT、> 0. Hence tourism development raises the price
YN ノ

of the non-traded tourism service.
From, equations (17), (18) and (19), we have 

and 

AK
 

θ

一

^

一 

一一 
^D:-

 

EYN 
lθl (ep - C) 

e LA EYN 
^r 

Y

(20); 

(21) 
lθl (ep - C) - 、 

This equation (20) shows that ( u、> 0. So tourism development raises the rural
YN ノ

wage rate, ω. Then equation (5) shows that urban unemployment, Lu , is reduced. The 
increase in YN1owers R when ω is raised. However, PT varies positively with YN; and 
so (ulL 十RN) is always increased following a rise in PT r is independent of YN and 
so the level of income of south, Ys, is always increased due to tourism development. 
This result is identical to that obtained by Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8).

So we have the fol lowing proposition.
Proposition 3: Suppose that capital is specific to the urban manufacturing sector but 

is mobi le between the agricultural sector and the rural tourism sector. Then, i f the 
agricultural sector is more capital intensive than the rural tourism sector, tourism devel- 
opment in the rural region (i) raises the rural wage rate and lowers the level of urban 
unemployment and (ii) always raises national income in South.

We now provide intuitive explanation behind this proposition. Here the rural sector, 
with its two subsectors and with capital mobi li ty between them, works like a Heckscher- 
Ohlin sub-system. Tourism development raises the relative price of tourism service. So 
the rural wage rate is increased and the rental rate on capital is decreased following 
the Stolper-Samuleson effect because the tourism sector is more labour intensive than 
the agricultural sector. An increase in the rural wage rate implies an increase in the 
opportunity cost of rural urban migration. So the rate of migration as well as the level 
of urban unemployment is decreased in this case. We obtain exactly opposite result 
when this capital intensity ranking between these two rural subsectors is reversed. 

6 URBAN TOURISM SECTOR 

In this section, we introduce an Urban tourism sector following Hazari and Sgro 
(2015, Chapter 8) replacing the rural tourism sector. So the urban sector is now divided 
into two subsectors- tourism T and manufacturing 1. Both these subsectors employ 
labour at fixed wage rate, u1. However, contrary to their work, we have a single non- 
tourism rural agricultural sector 2 in this model.

6. . Capzta mobzz
We first assume that capital is mobile among all these three sectors. So equation (4) 

of section 2 and following new equations now describe the new model. 
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PM=aLMu) 十 a KM 「

PT= a LTω 十 aKT「

PA=aLAu) 十 a K A「

u1 (aLMXM 十aLTXT) 
l lJ = aLMXM 十aLTXT 十 LU 

aLMXM 十aLTXT 十aLAX A 十 LU = L 

aKMXM 十aKTXT 十aKAXA = K 
and

Ys = u1 (aLMXM 十aLTXT) 十u)a LAX A 十 「K

Using equations (5G) and (6G), we express equation (8) as fol lows

Ys = ulL 十r K 
There are eight unknowns in this model given by u), r , PT, XM, X A, X T, LU and 

Ys with eight independent equations. PM, PA, K , L, u1 and YN are parameters. We 
analyse the effect of tourism development with respect to exogenous change in YN.

The model works as follows r is determined from equation (1G), given PM. ul is 
determined from equation (3G), given PA. From equation (2G), PT is determined. XT 
is determined from equation (4), given YN. Lu is determined from equation (5G) in 
terms of XM and XT. XM and X A are simultaneously determined from equations (6G) 
and (7G). Finally Ys is determined from equation (8G.1). A change in YN does not 
affect ul and r . Hence it does not affect Ys. So the tourism development in the urban 
region does not affect factor prices and national income in South.

Using equations (5), (6G), (7G) and (9), we have7 

and 

一一一

:M
 

^X
 

' = - 
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EYN ( )、・LTλKAu - λKTλLA) ^ 

(1G); 

(2G); 

(3G); 

(5G); 

(6G); 

(7G); 

(8G). 

(8G.1). 

(22); 
( )、.LMλKAu1 - λKMλLA) 

.I N 

EYN ()、・LMλKT - λKMλLT) ^ 
一

(入 MλKA器 一 λKMλ A) - 
一 一

Equations (22) and (23) show how tourism development affects the level of output of 
sectors M and A depending on the capital intensity ranking among all these three sec- 
tors. Here also (λLMλKA - λKM)、.LA) is always negative because the urban manufac- 
turing sector has the highest capital intensity. Then, due to tourism development in the 
urban region, output of the urban manufacturing sector is increased (decreased) i f the 
rural agricultural sector is more capital (labour) intensive than the urban tourism sector; 
and, output of the agricultural sector is always decreased as urban sector is always more 
capital intensive than the urban tourism sector, i.e., as (λLMλKT - λKMλLT) is always 
negative. (aLMXM 十aLTXT) must go up when XM is increased. So equation (5G) 

7 Derivation of equations (22) and (23) are shown in Appendix 

、
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shows an increase in Lu in this case. So the level of urban unemployment is increased 
i f the urban tourism sector has the highest labour intensity.

So we can establish the fol lowing proposition
Proposition 4: Suppose that capital is perfectly mobile among all sectors and the 

urban manufacturing (tourism) sector has the highest capital (labour) intensity. Then 
tourism development in the urban region (i) raises the level of urban unemployment and 
(i i) does not affect national income.

The intuition behind this proposition 4 is similar to that behind Proposition 1 because 
here also the tourism development implies the development of the most labour intensive 
sector and capital as wel l as labour is perfectly mobile among all these three sectors. 
This result is completely different from that of Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8), 
which states that, due to urban tourism development urban unemployment is decreased. 

6.2. Sector specz c capzfa to 「oM sm sector
In this section, we introduce a sector specific capital in the urban tourism sector in an 

otherwise identical model described in section 6.1. So equations (1G), (2G), (4), (5G), 
(6G) of section 6.1 and following new equations describe this new model. 

PT= a LTu1 十 a KTR 

aKMXM 十aKAX A= K 
(3H); 

(7H); 

Ys = u1 (aLMXM 十aLTXT) 十ulaLAXA十「K 十RN (8H);

and 
aNTXT = N (12H).

Hero N and R stand for the endowment of sector specific capital in the tourism sector 
and i ts rental rate respectively.

Using equations (5G) and (6G), we express equation (8H) as fol lows.

Ys = ulL 十r K 十RN (8H.1).

The model works as follows r and ul are determined from equations (1) and (2). 
Equations (3H), (4) and (12H) simultaneously solve for R, PT and XT. Lu is deter- 
mined from equation (5G) in terms of XM; and then XM and X A are determined from 
equations (6G) and (7H). Finally Ys is determined from equation (8H.1).

From equations (3H), (4) and (12H) we have
_ -EYN _ _ .、

and 

= 

一一

T
 

^

S N 十eNTeP 

S 「

「

vill i 

( 4); 

- S 「 十θ 
- 、 ー ー ノ

「 eP

Here, EYN > 0, S N < 0 and Ep < 0. So here also the level of output of the 
tourism sector, XT, as well as the rental rate on sector specific capital in the tourism 
sector, R, varies positively with leve1of Northern income. 

( ')‘、、
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Using equations (5G), (6G), (7H), (24) and (25), we have8

^ λK AλLT E YN u1(S N - S N) 
AM= - 

and 

一一 

(

( S N 十e KT E P) (λLMλK Aω 一 λKMλLA) 

λKMλLT E YN ( S N - S N) 
y・r 7、

<y

一 

(26); 

-
( S 十θK 「 P) (λ MλKA - λKMλ A) - 

、一 ノ

Equations (26) and (27) show how tourism development affects the level of output of 
twO t「aded gOOds XM and X A. He「e alsO( )、.LMλKA器 一 λKMλLA) < 0, by assumption. 
S N < 0, S N > and Ep < 0. SO(S N - S N) < 0 and (S N 十θKTEp) < 0. This 
jmpl jes that, XM > 0 and XA < 0.

YN YN
Hence, due to tourism development in the urban region, level of output of the urban 

manufacturing (rural agricultural) sector is increased (decreased).
Equation (25) shows that XT varies positively with YN. Hence (aLMXM 十aLTXT) 

is increased in this case. Now equation (5G.1) shows that the level of urban unem- 
ployment, Lu, is increased due to the expansion of the urban sector caused by tourism 
development.

Finally, combining equations (8H.1) and (24) we find that the national income of 
South is also increased due to tourism development. An increase in YN does not affect 
ul and r but raises R. So Ys is always increased.

This leads to the fol lowing proposition
Proposition 5: Suppose that capital is specific to the tourism sector but is mobile 

between the urban manufacturing sector and the agricultural sector and the urban man- 
ufacturing sector is more capital intensive than the agricultural sector. Then tourism 
development in the urban region (i) raises urban unemployment and (ii) always raises 
national income in South.

The intuition behind this proposition 5 is also simi lar to that behind proposition 2 
because the sector specific capital plays the same role in both the cases. Location of 
tourism sector does not matter. This result is also completely different from that of 
Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8), where, due to urban tourism development, urban 
unemployment is decreased. 

7 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, fol lowing Hazari and Sgro (2015, chapter 8), we analyse the effect of 
tourism development on urban unemployment problem using a Harris Todaro (1970) 
framework and introducing capital mobi li ty between the urban region and the rural re- 
gion. However, contrary to Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8), our analysis shows 
that effects of tourism development on unemployment and national income not only 
depends on the capital intensity rankings of di fferent sectors but also on the nature of 
capital mobi lity among different sectors. 

8 Derivation of equations (26) and (27) are shown in the Appendix 
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We derive many interesting results different from Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 
8). How tourism development affects unemployment and national income in this model 
is conditional on assumptions regarding intersectora1 capital mobility. I f capital is per- 
fectly mobile among all sectors, then tourism development in either region does not 
affect national income but raises (lowers) urban unemployment i f the agricultural sec- 
tor is more capital (labour) intensive than the tourism sector when urban manufactur- 
ing sector has the highest capital intensity. However, with capital being specific to the 
tourism sector but mobile between the urban manufacturing sector and the rural agricul- 
tural sector, tourism development in either region raises urban unemployment when the 
urban manufacturing sector has the highest capital intensity and always raises national 
income. If capital is specific to the urban manufacturing sector but is mobile between 
the agricultural sector and the rural tourism sector, then tourism development in the ru- 
ral region always raises national income but lowers the level of urban unemployment if 
the agricultural sector is more capital intensive than the rural tourism sector. 0ur results 
are different from (similar to) those of Hazari and Sgro (2015, Chapter 8) when capital 
is mobi le (immobile) between the urban region and the rural region. However, results 
are independent of the regional location of the tourism sector.

Our model suffers from all standard limitations of a Harris-Todaro (1970) model; and 
also fai ls to consider many important realistic aspects of tourism development. Nega- 
tive environments effects and positive socio-cultural effects of tourism development are 
not introduced here. Since tourism development raises the demand for luxury goods 
and poor workers in a less developed economy mainly consume essential goods, the re- 
source allocation problem between luxuaries and necessities in the non-tradable goods 
sector is also an interesting area of research. Tourism development, i.e., the demand 
expansion for tourism service, may take place due to infrastructural development in the 
tourism sector; and in that case, cost of tourism development must be considered. We 
plan to take case of these problems in our future research. 

Appendix:
Derivation of equations (10) and ( l l ) 

From equations (5) and (6), we have 

a LM X M u1 十 a LAX Au1十 a LTX Tu1= ulL
Totally di fferentiating equation (A l ), we have 

u1 ^ ^ ^
λLM-X 十λLAX A 十λLT X T = 0

u1 M
Using equations (9) and (A2), we obtain 

u1 ^ ^ ^
λLM-X 十λLAX A = 一λLT E YNYN u1 M

Totally differentiating equation (7) and using equation (9), we have

λKMXM 十 )'-K AX A = 一λKT E YNYN 

(A l) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 
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From equations (A3) and (A4), we obtain
^ EYN (λLTλK A - λK T )l・LA) 

and 

.XM = - 

X A = - 

(λLMλKA - λKM )、-LA) 

ŵr 

EYN ( )、・LMλKT - λKM )、・LT) y r 

(A5) 

(Af、、、-
(λ MλKA器 一 λKMλ A) -

V 、ー ノ

Equations (A5) and (A6) are same as equations (10) and (11) in the body of the paper.
Derivation of equations (22) and (23) 

and 

AM= - 

' = - 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(A le) 

(λLMλKA - λKM )、・LA) 
.I N 

EYN (λLMλKT - λKM )、・LT) w 

From equations (5G) and (6), we have 

u)(aLMXM 十aLTXT) 十u)aLAXA= u)L

Totally differentiating equation (A l ), we have 
u) ^ ^ ω ^

λLM-X 十 )、・LAX A 十 )、・LT-X = 0u) M ω T
Using equations (9) and (A8), we obtain

ω ^ ^ ω ^
)、・LM-X 十 )、・LAX A = -)、・LT-E YN

ω M ω YN
Totally differentiating equation (7G) and using equation (9), we have

λKM X M 十λKAX A = 一λKTEYNYN

From equations (A9) and (A le), we obtain 

w EYN (λLT)、・KA - λKT)、・LA) w 

-
(λ MλKA器 一 λKMλ A) 

- V 、ー ー ノ

Equations (A l l ) and (A l2) are same as equations (22) and (23) in the body of the 
paper.

Derivation of equations (26) and (27) 

(A l l ); 

(A l つ、

Totally differentiating equation (A7), we have 
u1 ^ ^ ω ^ u1

)l・LM-X 十 λLAX A 十 )l-LT-X 十 )、・LT-a = 0
u1 M ω T u l LT 

u, ^ ^ ω ^ u, T ^
λ M ω X 十λ AX A 十λ 「 ω X 十λ 「ω S = 0

M T
Using equations (24), (25) and (A l3), we have

、 ω w , 、 w λKA)、-LT EYN ( S N - S N) w 
一一 ω一M 一ー 一a ( S 十θK「 P)

Totally differentiating equation (7H), we obtain

λKM X M 十λKAX A = 0 

・N 

(A l3) 

(A l4) 

(A l5) 
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From equations (A l4) and (A l5), we obtain

^ λK AλLT E YN u1 (S - S ) (r (A l6); AM= - 

and 

一一

A
 

^X
 

( S N 十 e KT E P) ( )、・LMλKA u1- λKMλLA) 

λKM入LT EYN (S N - S N) ^r (A l7) 
( S N 十θKT E P) (λLMλKA - λKMλLA) 

Equations (A l6) and (A l7) are same as equations (26) and (27) in the body of the paper 
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